Beyond LED Status Lights - Design Requirements of Privacy Notices for Body-worn Cameras
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Figure 1. For bystanders it is not always easy to determine whether state-of-the-art body-worn cameras are recording them: some devices, such as Google Glass (left) or the Narrative Clip (2nd from the left) do not provide any status indicator or privacy notice. Other devices, e.g., the Snap’s Spectacles (2nd from the right), provide LED indicators. However, those can be easily overlooked, misunderstood, or hidden, e.g., by applying stickers (right).

ABSTRACT

Privacy notices aim to make users aware of personal data gathered and processed by a system. Body-worn cameras currently lack suitable design strategies for privacy notices that announce themselves and their actions to secondary and incidental users, such as bystanders, when they are being used in public. Hypothesizing that the commonly used status LED is not optimal for this use case, due to being not sufficiently understandable, noticeable, secure and trustworthy, we explore design requirements of privacy notices for body-worn cameras. Following a two-step approach, we contribute incentives for design alternatives to status LEDs: Starting from 8 design sessions with experts, we discuss 8 physical design artifacts, as well as design strategies and key motives. Finally, we derive design recommendations of the proposed solutions, which we back based on an evaluation with 12 UX & HCI experts.

INTRODUCTION

The use of personal, body-worn cameras is often problematic and controversial in social situations, as it may cause discomfort and social tension. Recent work discusses bystander privacy that might be compromised by body-worn cameras [10, 12, 17, 27]. In particular, wearable cameras create a different experience for bystanders than camera phones or CCTV cameras because they are considered subtle personal devices that can enable covert recording without consent [12, 55]. As a result of the diminutive form factor, the camera’s status cannot be easily inferred from the user’s body posture. Thus, bystanders are often not aware they are being captured and subjectively perceive a lack of situation awareness and control.

According to Gurrin et al. [22], an essential aspect of privacy with “always-on” cameras is that bystanders have the right and ability to choose when, where, and by whom they are recorded. Privacy notices in this case are feedback (or feedthrough) [3, 16] mechanisms that make both, primary and secondary users, aware of personal data gathered and processed by a system. While privacy indicators are well researched in the context of HTTPS web browsing [48, 36], state-of-the-art body-worn cameras (c.f. Figure 1) either do not provide any indicators or rely on binary information from point lights (status LEDs) that can be easily overlooked, misunderstood, or hidden.

Non-existent or poor feedback mechanisms are an everyday, practical privacy problem [3, 13] that also deprives bystanders of the possibility to react or possibly object to being captured. Additionally, even though actual device usage might not be a privacy violation as such (e.g., having the camera turned off), the presence of a camera that is (potentially) “always-on” is
perceived as a threat to privacy [30]. This has a negative effect on both, the spectator’s and the user’s social acceptance (c.f., [5, 41]), which can cause the user to avoid using or wearing the camera device, potentially sacrificing its assistive function (c.f., [47]). Thus, we base our research on the assumption that privacy notices for body-worn cameras need to deal with the following user (and bystander) concerns:

**Situation Awareness** Is the bystander aware whether a camera device is present? Is (s)he able to verify whether this device is on or off? Does (s)he know what data is being recorded, for what purpose and by whom?

**Justification** Does the device show that I (the user) do not have any dishonest intentions? Does the device communicate when the camera is worn, but not turned on? Does the device communicate when the camera is turned on (e.g., for tracking) but is not persistently storing data?

In addition to potentially conflicting with penal and civil law, cameras that facilitate subtle recording violate privacy or privacy-by-design guidelines that demand **Openness** (OECD, [19]), **Notice** [33], or **Visibility and Transparency** [9], such that everyone involved should be able to verify what is captured and how their data is handled. Providing adequate design solutions is a timely issue, as from May 2018 a revision of the EU General Data Protection Directive will obligate manufacturers to implement “privacy-by-design” for both, users and potential bystanders. The directive does not detail how this privacy-by-design requirement shall be achieved. Thus, research in industry and academia will have to fill this gap by providing well thought-out procedures and design strategies.

**Research Goals and Challenges**

In order to satisfy the above-mentioned requirements, Openness [19], Notice [33], and Visibility and Transparency [9] for body-worn cameras, two design challenges need to be solved.

**Challenge 1**: Body-worn cameras should announce themselves and their actions in a noticeable, but not too obtrusive way (c.f., Flammer et al. [18]).

Conveying knowledge about usage intentions is not only demanded by existing privacy regulations, but can increase social acceptance [30]. In order to do so, privacy indicators need to show what information is used by the system [15].

**Challenge 2**: Body-worn cameras should publicly communicate their purpose of use to bystanders, but not impair the user’s privacy.

Our research goal is to tackle these challenges by contributing to a better understanding of the weaknesses of established design strategies – particularly status LEDs – and by highlighting novel design opportunities. This paper makes two contributions: First, we present eight physical artifacts that embed design strategies addressing the problems noticeability, understandability, security, and trustworthiness, and suggest alternatives to LED status lights. They may serve as inspiration or critical designs [14] to spark innovative thinking about privacy notices. Second, we discuss the used design strategies and derive design recommendations for privacy notices and privacy mediating procedures for body-worn cameras.

**Related Work**

While there exists an extensive body of literature on privacy notices for **primary users** while browsing the web [48, 36], or using mobile phones [29] or fitness trackers [20], only very few researchers have targeted **secondary users** (e.g., conversation partners) or third party, **incidental users** (e.g., bystanders, c.f. [28]). Systems implementing the negotiation of privacy preferences between device users and bystanders, similar to the “Privacy Dashboard” concept (c.f., [18]) have been presented by Memon et al. [38] and Aditya et al. [1]. Krombholz et al. suggest design guidelines based on three conceptual privacy-mediating technologies, a “privacy bracelet”, a “privacy fabric”, and a “privacy app” [32]. These conceptual scaffolds were used to better understand bystander privacy risks and explore options to communicate user-defined privacy policies. These systems all require bystanders to own a particular device (e.g., smart phone or token) and to pro-actively define and communicate their privacy preferences. Although the dissemination of smart phones and BLE devices is increasing, these approaches do not render notification and announcement mechanisms obsolete, as bystanders need to be made aware of potential privacy risks in the first place. Our work aims at closing this gap by investigating privacy notices that announce to the captured person if (s)he is being captured and what the captured data will be used for.

These kinds of announcement mechanisms have been discussed in an early work by Bellotti et al. [3] who proposed design solutions, such as the “confidence monitor” (a public display showing the captured imagery) and visual and audio signals. This work, however, is based on fixed-location cameras in a work environment and does not cover concerns triggered by today’s body-worn cameras, e.g., “Is this footage going to be shared on social media?” (c.f., [27, 12]).

Moreover, our work is complementary to Schaub et al.’s [51] who propose a comprehensive design space for effective privacy notices taking into account all possible stakeholders, and account for timing, channel, modality, and control. They further discuss best practices for photo and video lifelogging. Their taxonomy, however, is based on literature research and state-of-the art consumer systems, and thus, limited to existing concepts and technologies. We extend their work by asking experts to develop and critically discuss ideas for novel approaches - that then may be classified according to their taxonomy. Flammer [18] recommends a “Peacock Design” principle where information about a device and a user’s actions with it are announced to bystanders. This could be achieved using actuators or physical gestures and signs to replace the current “invisible and unobtrusive” approach. However, they also highlight that announcement mechanisms should not compromise the users’ impression management (e.g., being too flashy), which will require novel design solutions. To the best

---

1Legal regulations defining whether a photograph of a person requires his/her consent vary between locales. An overview is provided at [http://tinyurl.com/d6b6fco](http://tinyurl.com/d6b6fco), accessed 12/06/2017.

2Photographs potentially allow to identify depicted persons, and thus are typically considered as personal data under the EU Data Protection Directive 1995 and derived national regulations.

of our knowledge, no design strategies other than status LEDs have been suggested so far in literature or applied by industry. With our work we go beyond those conceptual considerations by presenting design artifacts to serve as inspiration or starting points, as well as concrete design recommendations.

Problem Description
In order to meet any of the above mentioned guidelines, body-worn cameras would require effective announcement mechanisms that indicate (at least) whether the camera in question is recording or idle. It would also be ideal to inform the subject(s) about the intention of the recording and the information being saved. One commonly used design strategy is the use of light indicators (LEDs), which for example, is used by GoPro cameras. Despite being wide-spread and ubiquitously integrated in various types of devices with build-in cameras, this design strategy is not optimal for various reasons.

First, LED status indicators are not well noticeable. Portnoff et al. [46] were able to show that, when focusing on a primary task unrelated to the recording device, participants were unlikely to notice the webcam indicator light of their computer turning on. They further note that it is particularly challenging to help people notice a LED status indicator when they are in the same room but otherwise occupied. We believe that this also applies to wearable cameras, particularly when there is no direct interaction between the camera user and the bystander.

Second, status LEDs might not always be fully understood as they are not mentally linked to the camera [46]. Particularly, when integrated into a novel and unfamiliar device, bystanders might be unsure what a point light indicates [30]. Despite point light displays providing a rich design space, their effectiveness is heavily influenced by learned conventions [24]. Since bystanders are not typically the primary users, they are often unaware of the meaning of a particular point light display. Therefore, colored LED indicators (e.g., red: recording, green: tracking) are unlikely to be optimal solutions.

Third, LED indicator lights are not secure enough as they are spoofable - i.e., they can be modified by their primary users to record secretly without signaling the bystanders. While hardware modifications, i.e., removing or de-wiring the LED require technical skills, LED indicators can also simply be masked or painted over. In addition, malicious software might aim to take over the device and secretly record with the status LED turned off. Depending on the actual device’s hardware, status LEDs are typically controlled through software, and thus could potentially be deactivated without simultaneously disabling the recording capabilities. Sophisticated counter strategies have been covered by IT Security research [40], but do not provide hundred percent protection. Aiming to prevent software attacks, other devices have the status LED hardwired in the same logical connection as the webcam. However, recent research has shown that attacks on hardwired status LEDs have also been successful [6].

Since LED indicator lights are prone to various kinds of spoofing, they are often perceived as untrustworthy from a user’s or bystander’s point of view. Prior studies have indicated that users are often unsure about the actual mode of operation of the status lights [46], and due to the perceived risk of a security breach, users often cover the camera’s lens [34]. In addition, even though actual device usage might not be a privacy violation as such (e.g., having the camera turned off), the presence of a camera that is (potentially) “always-on” is perceived as a threat to privacy: a turned-off indicator light does not entirely eliminate bystander concerns of being recorded [30].

Summing up, LED status lights are not ideal for the design of effective privacy notices for body-worn cameras. Designing effective alternatives is challenging, as they would have to be noticeable, understandable without prior device-specific knowledge, secure, i.e. unspoofable and therefore also both, objectively and subjectively trustworthy.

EXPERIMENT 1: EXPERT DESIGN STUDY
To address the research challenges (1) camera presence and status, and (2) communication of the intention of use, we asked teams of experts to create concepts and design artifacts that support the user’s need for justification and the bystander’s need for situation awareness. This approach aims to explore requirements of privacy notices for body-worn cameras, which we believe is essential to reduce the lack of social acceptance of those devices. We do not limit privacy notices to the visual modality, but - following Schaub et al [51] - understand privacy notices as information output of interactive systems using any modality, including audio [31] and haptics [49].

Experiment Design & Participants
Design solutions developed in participatory design can produce solutions relevant to users’ existing needs and desires, but may be less effective at producing innovative ideas that answer users’ future or latent needs [50]. In addition, privacy notices are an abstract, non-tangible concept, and body-worn cameras not (yet) widely adopted, which makes it too challenging for non-experts to come up with novel design strategies for privacy notices. Thus, we decided to recruit experts instead of potential users for our experiments.

Working with experts promises not only to involve people that are able to reflect on needs that users are unaware of, experts also know the needs of many users from a survey perspective. Therefore, one expert can bring in the expertise of many users. In consequence, we deemed in-depth design exercises with a limited number of experts more suitable than for the particular design challenge (privacy notices of body-worn cameras) than large scale surveys, and conducted 8 design sessions (2-3h) with 2 expert participants each.

In a successful and complete product design process, iterating through analysis, design, evaluation and redesign phases requires a lot of time [8]. In contrast, our experiments aim for incomplete, but interesting design artifacts that each address a few perspectives of the complex design challenges described beforehand. There are two reasons for this approach: first, the time frame of a single design session is too short for a fully-developed product. Second, by deliberately aiming for the incomplete and imperfect, we also allow not-fully thought out, not (yet) realizable and exaggerated or visionary ideas to
We conducted 8 design sessions with 2 experts participating (here: expert’s) previous knowledge, we expected the potential variants. Finally, one selected idea was visualized as low-fidelity prototype (here: Prototype A, “Status Flower”).

First, tackling the phases empathy 

Our design sessions were similarly structured like the design thinking phases [7]. Design thinking could, of course, not fully be applied as the temporal limitation of our sessions did not allow for iteration and readdressing previous phases.

Procedural Task

Experiment 2: UX Evaluation

We conducted 8 design sessions with 2 experts participating in each session as a design team. They were teamed up, as design is usually done in teams, and discussion often fruitfully 

We guided our experts through a 3-step ideation session applying the Lotus Flower Method (see Figure 2). The Lotus Flower Method [39] – or Lotus Blossom Technique [54] – is a method for group brainstorming that originated in the 1990ies. It is a problem-solving approach where each successive step provides a more in-depth look at potential solutions to the problem. Although highly structured, it fosters imagination and innovative thinking while it is at the same time easy to use and explain [25, 26, 53]. Balancing structure and flexibility, the Lotus Flower Method was ideal for our research intentions.

All experts were provided with post-its and pens. Then, using a top-down approach, we asked in step 1 “What applications can be enabled with wearable smart cameras?” In step 2, each team selected 3 to 4 applications and answered for them the following question: “How and where could a smart camera communicate to spectators whether they are being captured and what the images are being used for?” In step 3, again 3 ideas should be selected and brought into the next design level through developing different variations of selected ideas. The focus of that task was on “How could the UI communicate the application kind and how the camera mode?” For each step, we reminded the design teams to be aware of all kinds of modalities and to avoid status LEDs.

Third, we arranged a prototype phase. Here, each expert team chose one of their ideas generated in step 3 of the ideation phase. That idea was then prototyped using a material box equipped with all kinds of materials and making tools inspired by the IDEO’s Tech Box.

A curated collection of various technologies, materials and mechanisms, source of inspiration when designers are being stuck. C.f., https://tinyurl.com/yayvbpvq, accessed 12/06/2017
We recorded the ideation phase by photographing the arranged post-its. Results of the prototype phase were captured on video and with still images of the prototypes. Ratings and answers of the test phase were filled in and saved in Google docs.

EXPERIMENT 2: UX EVALUATION

Nikander et al. [44] demonstrate that the outcome of concept evaluations tends to be biased, and not objective when designers evaluate a set of designs including their own concepts or ideas. For this reason, we supplement the design team’s evaluations of their own prototypes (experiment 1) with a second idea evaluation, where we invited UX and HCI experts that had not taken part in our design session. The major goal of the evaluation was analyzing the meta-concepts underlying the designs from the first session and gather opinions on how well they solve the problems noticeability, understandability, security, and trustworthiness. However, as explained above, the generated design artifacts cannot take the place of ready-made product ideas. We understand them as truly subjective, and high-quality perspectives on the research challenges, which – during the design session – became physical artifacts.

Experiment Design & Participants

We conducted expert interviews aiming to capture a meta-perspective on the generated design strategies and how they target our research challenges (again, rather than aiming for finding a real product design). Hence, we interviewed UX as well as HCI experts and asked them to analyze the design artifacts created in the first experiment. We invited 12 HCI and UX experts (6 m / 6 f), aged 25 to 40 ($M = 30, SD = 4$) who had in average 7 years of experience ($SD = 4$).

Procedure, Task & Measurements

There are no established usability principles (heuristics) or evaluation criteria for body-worn or Augmented Reality smart cameras (yet). Nevertheless, general criteria for privacy notices, such as presented by Cranor et al. [11], Dourish et al. [13], and Bellotti et al. [3] are available and had provided the theoretical groundwork for the design requirements that were given to the experts during the first iteration of design sessions. For this reason, we re-used the design requirements and transferred them into open interview questions.

For each of the 8 design artifacts, we prepared a printed A4 design explanation card containing 3-4 pictures and a descriptive text. A short version of the explanations is shown in Table 1. To encourage our interview partners to judge the design artifacts, we asked them for rating each design regarding the pre-defined requirements, e.g. “How noticeable is the camera’s status in the described design?”. The ratings were measured in a 7 item Likert scale (1: “very poorly” to 7: “very well”). Again, through the provision of a numerical rating, the expert participants should be directed towards re-thinking the concepts and establishing a consolidated opinion, before elaborating. Making a decision about the rating was only used as an “opinion builder’ to serve as starting point to reflect on the ideas. Then, in a second step, the participants were asked to explain their rating, which we later used as basis for analysis and discussion. The design artifacts were presented in randomized order. Ratings and interview answers were recorded using Google docs.

RESULTS

This section jointly presents results of the expert design study (Experiment 1) and the UX evaluation (Experiment 2). Each design team visualized their favorite concept from the ideation phase as a low-fidelity prototype. We denote qualitative statements and ideas by the design teams as “DT”. An overview of the resulting prototypes is given in Table 1. The prototypes represent iteratively developed interaction concepts that are made physically using material and low-fi prototyping techniques. As result, we got 8 design artifacts that address the issues previously mentioned with AR and smart cameras. The design artifacts serve as base for identifying design strategies that make AR and smart cams more usable in public.

In addition to the prototypes, we analyzed the ideas of step 2 and 3 of the ideation phase (Lotus Flower) using inductive category development, as suggested by Mayring [37] and extracted design ideas. Then, we compared the developed prototypes amongst each other and to the extracted ideas, and worked out overarching approaches to solve the research problem, that we subsequently present as design strategies.

Discovered design strategies were analyzed qualitatively. We carefully selected suitable qualitative comments from our expert evaluation that help reflecting on the design strategies from a meta-perspective. As explained earlier, the expert rating of the prototypes served as “opinion builder” so that the experts have a starting point from where they can explain their opinion about the ideas. Hence, we selectively report ratings that have clear scoring when describing the design strategies to show what concepts were found most or least promising. Here, we present the design strategies and substantiate them through expert ratings as well as through expert comments (denoted as “E”) explaining their critical and promising aspects.

Physical Occlusion

A concept that, in contrast to software solutions, was rated trustworthy is the occlusion of the camera lens with opaque material (Prototype A & C) which is reflected by the highly rated security (Mdn=6, SD=1.8) and trustworthiness (Mdn=5, SD=1.7) of Prototype A. This idea is inspired by traditional camera lens covers (“irises”), which prevents image capturing even if the software would still be in recording state.
Table 1. Physical design artifacts created during the design sessions of Experiment 1. Each artifact is presented along with characteristic design strategies obtained from inductive category development and comparative analysis. Further imagery is included with the supplementary material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prototype Depiction</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Design Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prototype A - DT1</td>
<td>A flower-shaped camera enclosure covers the lens with an opaque material when no recording takes place (“closed bud” metaphor). Different types of recordings (video, still images) are visualized through color changing petals.</td>
<td>physical occlusion, color-coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype B - DT2</td>
<td>The camera device has an embedded printer that displays the captures as physical artifacts. The artifacts also serve as controls that can be used by the bystander to delete the recording or adjust the audience it may be shared to.</td>
<td>transfer of control, displayed camera image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype C - DT3</td>
<td>A kid’s camera shaped as a character with the lens embedded in the eye. Eyelid and ears close when no video/audio is captured (“eyelid” metaphor). The necks tilting angle indicates the angle of vision.</td>
<td>physical occlusion, indicated angle of vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype D - DT4</td>
<td>The camera device is projecting a frustum on the floor, indicating what area is being captured. Additionally, icons are projected that indicate the nature of the recording, e.g., video/still images as well as whether (and where) the imagery might be shared.</td>
<td>indicated angle of vision, indicate captured area, visible device actions, text &amp; icon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype E - DT5</td>
<td>The camera device integrates two icons, one for “analysis only” and one for “persistent storage”/”recording” associated with a color (“red” and “blue”) as well as a textual label. The corresponding color is repeated as circling point light on a LED circle surrounding the lens.</td>
<td>text &amp; icon, color-coding, visible device actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype F - DT6</td>
<td>The camera device depicts or “mirrors” the camera’s view of the scene when the device is turned on. Its image is shown in an abstract way to visualize object or person detection/ recognition (here: 3 persons) and where detected entities are located in the field of view.</td>
<td>displayed camera image, visible device actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype G - DT7</td>
<td>The camera device (here: glasses) “mirrors” the camera view on its frame and lenses. If a face is recognized, the frame on the glasses front lights up (for the detected bystander to see) and vibrates (for the user to feel the event).</td>
<td>displayed camera image, visible device actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype H - DT8</td>
<td>This smart glasses device for blind people acts as normal (dark) sunglasses when turned off. When turned on it shows the camera image on one side and an icon and textual description of the usage intention on the other side.</td>
<td>text &amp; icon, color-coding, displayed camera image</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The occlusion ideas show that that approach allows for playfulness and physical design of, for example, a flower metaphor with opening and closing leaflets (Prototype A), or a physical “eye lid” metaphor as used in Prototype C. Both serve to reassure bystanders of what a camera can capture and what is impossible to be recorded through. This effect can also be leveraged by playing around with other physically limiting attributes of the camera, for example the FOV (through tilting the camera or using glare shields or blenders). The simplicity of that concept was very much appreciated by E10 who stated “Metaphors ... for everybody. With open eyes, you can see, with closed eyes you can’t. Same with the direction of the eye.”

**Indicated Capture Area and Angle of Vision**

Depicting the camera’s frustum in the environment (see Prototype D) leads to high noticeability (Md=6, SD=1.6). Variants had been proposed also during the phases of ideation, where participants suggested metaphors such as “Aura”, “Shine” or “Halo” to indicate capturing angle and distance or projecting an area on the floor. Consequently, if inside the captured frame, a bystander could step out of it knowing where to stand without being captured. While this concept can be easily seen (E3) and is a “good way of giving context to other people” (E4), the projector could be masked (E4, 5, 6, 8), and therefore, E12 even “won’t trust the projector operation”.

**Displayed Camera Image**

In their final prototype, four out of eight design teams (DT) suggested to communicate to bystanders what the camera was recording by displaying the camera image (Prototypes B, F, G, H). This strategy follows a “What-you-see-is-what-you-get” approach, as appreciated by E8: “The device is feeding back what it captures.” In consequence, this strategy becomes very understandable, which is emphasized by the two highest ratings for understandability, the understandable camera status of Prototype H (Md=6.5, SD=0.8) as well as of the understandable application purpose of Prototype F and H (F: Md=6.5, SD=1.5, H: Md=6.5, SD=2.0). Even though displaying the camera image may be intuitive as that method is building on what users know about digital cameras, remote display locations (e.g. on the chest) may be a problem as the connection of the camera and the camera image might not always be obvious:
“[The prototype] does not really link image and camera on a first glance.” (DT6) Moreover, even though the camera could be recording, “The display can still be covered if I just put the camera upside down in my shirt pocket.” (E5 about Prototype F) Another problem of this strategy (as of any but the physical occlusion) is a lack of trustworthiness. Experts mention that the device could be capturing even, despite a software controlled display indicating the opposite: “If the displayed video was paused, it [the camera] could still capture.” (E2) However, E10 noted that “an abstraction of the image increases the trustworthiness”, but E8 raised the concern that it was unclear whether “the raw image [was] saved somewhere?”.  

Visible Device Actions
While the previously discussed strategy (“displaying the camera image”) replicates the captured image, other suggestions aimed to make usage intentions visible to provide a better understanding of what the image will be used for. DT6 suggested, for instance, displaying the result of image processing to both the user and the bystander, through displaying emojis on smart glasses when performing emotion detection to communicate to the bystander which sentiment has been recognized. That would allow to better show what kind of application is used (E1). Further design ideas made use of abstractions (Prototype F; G) to symbolize that objects or persons were detected, e.g., highlighting a “view finder” on successful face recognition. However, this only communicates that something has been recognized but not for what purpose (E11). The proposed solutions have been criticized for a lack of understandability (E8, E9), which could potentially be achieved better using application icons (E2), as explained in the next paragraph. 

Color-coding, Text & Icon
The experts proposed established methods to visualize information, especially concepts that require only little display space, were proposed. Colors can be used to symbolize (or “code”) different kinds of stati or meanings. Color-coding of some sort has been used in Prototype A, E and H. However, using color codes is easier to implement than other design strategies, experts have doubts about the understandability of such visualization as, for example, “Blossom color change / flash does not inform us exactly of what is happening” (E7). Such concern was already stated from the design team itself when reflecting on their prototype: “We’re not sure whether the glowing, blinking, and steady colour is intuitive.” (DT1) 

Textual displays, e.g., “recording” have been suggested in Prototypes E and H, which may be easier to get but hard to read from greater distance. Moreover, various icons or pictograms were proposed to illustrate the camera’s status and the purpose of recording, persistence of data storage or the targeted platform for sharing (Prototype D). Although, icons are widely-used, they “can have different meanings if the audience is not trained for it” (E11), and hence, “[i]conic design could be unintuitive” (DT5). Using well-known icons, e.g., associated with applications (E5) or social media (E6, E8), can communicate what application is accessing the image. Nevertheless, there is some vagueness, e.g., where or to whom social media would share an image (E9, E11), which would require a new consent vocabulary of icons (E5). 

Transfer of Control
During ideation, different mechanisms to transfer control over the image to the bystander, were proposed, e.g., using gesture or voice commands such as “camera off” to disable a third party camera. Prototype B suggests to put the bystander in control and to enable him/her to consent (or object) to being recorded, for example, through deleting the image. Alternatively, (s)he can allow the user to share it via a social network. This idea also embodies the notion of a person’s ownership of his/her image. While it is difficult to fully control the distribution of digital media, this is truly possible with analog media. Prototype B encapsulates the control into an analog artifact and hands the picture over to the captured person. While this idea lacks in transparency whether the camera is recording or not (E5, E6, E7), and the feedback about the recording might be given too late to be rejected by the bystander (E8), Prototype 2 presents an interesting and truly novel approach for a transfer of control over the image usage from user to bystander. However, experts also noted a lack of trust regarding both, user and used technology: “I don’t trust human beings, and this is a big factor here.” (E10), “I cannot verify what has been recorded and if the bubble really was pressed.” (E9), “the camera could still store images.” (E6) However, it is appreciated by E9 that – after handing over the physical control – the captured person can decide about her/his likeness. In summary, experts liked the principle of handing over control, but criticized how this aim was implemented in the Low-Fi prototype. 

DISCUSSION
To derive design recommendations and to close the loop on the evaluation criteria, noticeability, understandability, security, and trustworthiness, presented in the section on Problem Description, we discuss how the identified design strategies address the criteria as well as how they relate to previous work. 

Improving Noticeability
Noticeability, i.e., whether user’s notice a privacy indicator or not is an important quality criteria [11] of privacy notices. Design strategies that made a device most noticeable were those that display the camera image or the ones indicating the capture area. A reason for the good noticeability of these strategies is surely the visual dominance of the shown content and its well visible placement. In the case of body-worn cameras, its status, e.g., recording, idle, or off, but also the camera’s presence and location has to be communicated. The latter fails, if the camera is not recognized as such, as e.g., criticized for Prototype C: “Having [a] hidden camera is not socially acceptable.” (DT3). On the other hand, privacy notices that merely inform bystanders – e.g., “Warning: CCTV in use” signs or Prototype D’s “recording”, but do not offer actionable and meaningful choices are not effective [51]. 

However, procedures or technologies realizing choice of consent or mediation of privacy preferences (c.f., [38, 45]) also need to appropriately notify bystanders of the necessity of choice in the first place. Procedures that ask for consent without prior notice, might satisfy the need for justification, but not the need for situation awareness. A lack of notice was also criticized by the UX experts: “It’s a Kinder Surprise! - only

6Popular sweet, a chocolate egg containing a small plastic toy, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinder_Surprise, accessed 12/06/2017
when you have been captured you can choose what you do.” (E7 about Prototype B). While the control card (Prototype B) provided the bystander with control over the captured imagery and the option to withdraw his/her consent to recording, this was only after (s)he had already been recorded. Thus, the request for consent was not coupled with an appropriately timed notice: ideally, consent and notice complement each other.

**Recommendation:** Combine consent and notice in a meaningful way; First notify and make both, user and bystander aware of the situation, then ask for consent.

**Improving Understandability**

Bystanders of body-worn cameras encounter them incidentally and potentially without preparation. Hence, privacy notices targeted at bystanders need to be understandable without prior knowledge. Egelman et al. [15] note that a lack of familiarity with e.g., face detection and recognition, video recording and visual tracking, makes it difficult to design distinguishable icons presenting those concepts, which is suggested through the design strategy: visible device action. This is problematic, as according to Moyes et al. “an icon [that] is not guessable it is not necessarily an unsuccessful icon” [42]. In consequence, while icons, related techniques (e.g., earcons [4], and also color codes can be beneficial for primary users that had the opportunity to learn their meaning, they do not achieve the goal of situation awareness on the bystanders’ side. In addition, they might be inaccessible to users suffering from color blindness. Textual displays can only partially overcome this problem, as the bystander would need to see it under readable conditions (lighting conditions, glare, scale), and understand, both used language and the notices meaning. Metaphors, such as e.g., the “eye lid” (Prototype C), “iris”, or “bud” (Prototype A) might be a promising approach, whose effectiveness will have to be proven by future work. Approaches from cinematography [35] could also inspire non-iconic, but simple 2D visualizations of captured regions (c.f., Gustafson et al. [23]), as outlined by Prototype D.

**Recommendation:** Privacy notices targeting bystanders, should avoid any element that has to be known (written language), learned (color codes) or cannot be guessed easily (complex, unfamiliar icons), as well as consider accessibility.

**Improving Security & Trustworthiness**

Concerning privacy notices, security and perceived trustworthiness are closely interconnected. However, an unspoofable, i.e., objectively secure technique, is not necessarily perceived as fully trustworthy. A design strategy that can achieve both is to physically block the camera lens. Evidence about webcam covering behavior [34] as well as homemade camera covers7, suggest that this might be an intuitive and highly trustworthy option (also noted by Bellotti et al. [3]). In the context of body-worn cameras this strategy could act reassuringly by justifying both needs, situation awareness and justification. However, noticeability and understandability might largely depend on the visual design of the shutter or switch, particularly whether the camera is still recognizable as such.

Shutters and switches, but also any other enabling/disabling function of a body-worn cameras can be operated manually or automatic. Manual operation by the user might be easy to realize, but also prone to human error and dishonesty, as noted during the UX evaluation: “If you have trustworthy users, the system is trustworthy. Utopia.” (E10 about Prototype B). For this reason, manually disabling a camera might not be predictable enough from a bystander’s perspective, as they cannot be sure whether the user will actually remember or be willing to disable the camera, when e.g., entering a public bathroom or swimming pool. Moreover, notifying displays could be deliberately hidden by camera users. Hence, the location of the camera lens and of the notifying display should be at the same position, which ensures that of the display is occluded that lens is occluded as well.

Due to the mistrust in users as outlined above, automatic, software-controlled solutions, e.g., based on sensors8 that ensure bystander privacy might be preferable. This is a challenge for future research, as they would require sensing procedures that, unlike e.g., microphones, do not infringe with the users privacy and that are robust enough to reliably react to changes regarding the privacy sensitivity of a situation.

**Recommendation:** Privacy notices should provide bystanders with a reassuring mechanism to rule out false positives (recording without indication), and automatically react to privacy sensitive situations in a predictable and reliable way.

**Limitations**

With their relatively small scale our studies do not provide a generalizable cross section of opinions. However, we believe that, as stated by Jakob Nielsen [43] that specialists can act as “double experts” with their expertise covering the kind of interface being evaluated, as well as its users, thus providing a survey perspective. Nevertheless, particularly creative or extraordinary solutions might have been missed. On the provision of their informed consent for experiment one, participants were informed that they will be asked to prototype in the end. Thus, they might have been biased towards rejecting concepts that are hard to build, e.g., the “odor emitting camera” (DT6).

**CONCLUSION**

LED status lights are an established option to signal whether a wearable camera is recording, but lack noticeability, understandability, security and trustworthiness. In this work, we investigated alternative announcement mechanisms in the context of body-worn cameras addressing these problems. From a UX analysis of design strategies based on 8 physical artifacts designed by experts, we derive design recommendations for privacy notices and privacy mediating technologies for body-worn cameras. Providing potential starting points for product design, our recommendations address a timely issue, as the increasing dissemination of wearable consumer cameras and the projected EU legislation (GDPP) demand effective solutions for privacy notices, that realize privacy-by-design and that are acceptable from the perspectives of all stakeholders, including users, bystanders and manufacturers.
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